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Abstract—GPUs continue to boost the number of streaming multiprocessors (SMs) to provide increasingly higher compute

capabilities. To construct a scalable crossbar network-on-chip (NoC) that connects the SMs to the memory controllers, a cluster

structure is introduced in modern GPUs in which several SMs are grouped together to share a network port. Because of network port

sharing, clustered GPUs face severe NoC congestion, which creates a critical performance bottleneck. In this paper, we target

redundant network traffic to mitigate GPU NoC congestion. In particular, we observe that in many GPU-compute applications, different

SMs in a cluster access shared data. Sending redundant requests to access the same memory location wastes valuable NoC

bandwidth—we find on average 19 percent (and up to 48 percent) of the requests to be redundant. To remove redundant NoC traffic,

we propose distributed-block scheduling, intra-cluster coalescing (ICC) and the coalesced cache (CC) to coalesce L1 cache misses

within and across SMs in a cluster, respectively. Our evaluation results show that distributed-block scheduling, ICC and CC are

complementary and improve both performance and energy consumption. We report an average performance improvement of 15

percent (and up to 67 percent) while at the same time reducing system energy by 6 percent (and up to 19 percent) and improving the

energy-delay product (EDP) by 19 percent on average (and up to 53 percent), compared to state-of-the-art distributed CTA scheduling.

Index Terms—GPU, coalescing, CTA scheduling, inter-CTA locality, NoC pressure

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

GRAPHICS Processing Units (GPUs) are widely deployed
in modern computing systems to provide high perfor-

mance for a wide class of general-purpose applications. A
GPU-compute application typically consists of several ker-
nels that are composed of (up to hundreds of) thousands of
threads. These threads are organized into cooperative thread
arrays (CTAs) that are scheduled on streaming multiproces-
sors (SMs). To continuously increase the raw computational
power of modern GPUs, the SM count keeps increasing.
Whereas the Nvidia Fermi GPU implemented 16 SMs, the
latest Nvidia Pascal [1] and Volta GPUs [2] feature 60 and
84 SMs, respectively.

The SMs feature private L1 caches and are connected
to the L2 cache and memory controllers (MCs) through a
Network-on-Chip (NoC). With the large number of SMs we
are observing today, designing a scalable NoC poses a chal-
lenge. Typically, a crossbar is deployed as the NoC in a GPU

due to its low latency and high bandwidth [1]. However, a
crossbar NoC faces scalability issues as hardware costs
increase quadratically with port count.

To address the GPU NoC scalability challenge, a cluster
structure is implemented in modern-day GPUs to group
several SMs into a cluster. For example, Pascal supports 6
clusters, with each cluster consisting of 10 SMs [1]; Volta
features 14 SMs per cluster with the same number of clus-
ters [2]. By sharing NoC ports among SMs in a cluster, the
total number of ports to the network is reduced and so is
the overall hardware cost of the crossbar NoC.

Previous research has shown that NoC congestion is a
severe GPU performance bottleneck for many memory-
intensive applications [3], [4], [5]. Unfortunately, clustered
GPUs further exacerbate this performance issue. By sharing
ports among SMs in a cluster, congestion significantly
increases as SMs need to compete with each other in a cluster
for network bandwidth. This creates a new and critical
performance challenge for the NoC in clustered GPU
organizations.

We make the observation that many GPU-compute appli-
cations exhibit inter-CTA locality, as different CTAs access the
same cache line or access the same read-only data. For clus-
tered GPUs, this implies that memory requests from CTAs
executing on the same cluster will access the same cache lines.
According to our experimental results,we find that on average
19 percent (and up to 48 percent) of all L1 misses originating
from a cluster indeed access the same cache lines. Thesemem-
ory requests are redundant and can be eliminated.

Motivated by this observation, we propose distributed-
block scheduling. In contrast to prior work in CTA scheduling,
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distributed-block scheduling exploits cache locality at both
the cluster level and the SM level. At the cluster level, conse-
cutive CTAs are mapped to the same cluster, similar to dis-
tributed CTA scheduling [6]. At the SM level, CTAs are
allocated in groups of two to further exploit L1 cache locality,
similar to block scheduling [7]. This two-level approachmax-
imizes the opportunities to exploit inter-CTA locality among
CTAs at the L1 cache within an SM by first mapping a group
of consecutive CTAs at the cluster level, and subsequently
mapping pairs of consecutive CTAs at the SM level. Inter-
CTA locality is exploited to improve L1 cache performance
(decreasing the reuse distance between accesses to the same
memory location, thereby increasing L1 cache hit rate) and to
increase the coalescing opportunities in the L1 miss status
handling registers (MSHRs).

Although distributed-block scheduling reduces the num-
ber of redundant requests at the SM level, it does not tackle
the redundant requests originating from different SMs
within a cluster. We therefore propose intra-cluster coalescing
(ICC) to exploit coalescing opportunities across SMs within a
cluster. ICC reduces GPU NoC pressure by coalescing mem-
ory requests from different SMs in a cluster to the same L2
cache line. In particular, ICC records the memory requests
sent to the NoC by all SMs in a cluster, and when subsequent
memory requests from other SMs in the cluster access the
same cache lines as an outstanding request, ICC coalesces
them. By doing so, ICC significantly reduces NoC traffic. To
extend the opportunity for coalescing beyond the time win-
dow during which a memory request is outstanding, we
complement ICC with a coalesced cache (CC) to keep track of
recently coalesced cache lines. Cache lines are added to the
CC when a coalesced cache line with multiple requesters
returns from the memory hierarchy. L1 cache misses trigger
an access to the CC, which in case of a hit, further reduces
NoC traffic.

Memory coalescing, or grouping memory accesses from
different threads to the same cache line in a single memory
request, is widely deployed in a GPU and is an effective tech-
nique to reduce NoC pressure. More specifically, intra-warp
coalescing merges L1 cache accesses across threads within a
warp [8]; WarpPool merges L1 accesses across warps within
the same SM [9]; L1Miss StatusHandling Registers (MSHRs)
merge L1 misses across warps within a single SM. However,
to the best of our knowledge, no prior work coalesces L1
misses across SMswithin a cluster.

Distributed-block scheduling, intra-cluster coalescing and
the coalesced cache operate synergistically and significantly
reduce NoC pressure, which improves performance while at
the same time reducing energy consumption. We report that
distributed-block scheduling by itself improves performance
by 4 percent on average (up to 16 percent) and reduces
system energy by 1.2 percent (up to 6.5 percent) over state-
of-the-art distributed CTA scheduling [6]. Intra-cluster
coalescing further improves performance and energy
efficiency, leading to an average performance improvement
of 10 percent (and up to 28 percent), an average reduction
in system energy by 4 percent (and up to 9 percent)
and improved energy-delay product (EDP) by 13 percent
(and up to 26 percent). Finally, the coalesced cache yet
further improves performance and energy efficiency, to an
overall average 15 percent performance improvement (up to

67 percent), an average 6 percent reduction in energy
consumption (up to 19 percent) and an average 19 percent
improvement in EDP (and up to 53 percent).

In this paper, we make the following contributions:

� We observe that GPU-compute applications exhibit
high degrees of inter-CTA locality. We analyze and
categorize the sources of data sharing among CTAs.

� We propose distributed-block scheduling to exploit
inter-CTA locality at the SM level by mapping
groups of consecutive CTAs at the cluster level and
then pairs of consecutive CTAs at the SM level.

� We propose intra-cluster coalescing (ICC) and the coa-
lesced cache (CC) to track and coalesce L1 cache
misses from different SMs in a cluster before sending
them across the NoC.

� We study the complementarity and interaction
between CTA scheduling, ICC and CC as a solution
to reduce GPU NoC pressure.

� We comprehensively evaluate our newly proposed
distributed-block scheduling and ICC scheme, and
report an average 15 percent (up to 67 percent) perfor-
mance improvement while simultaneously reducing
system energy by 6 percent (up to 19 percent) and
EDP by 19 percent (and up to 53 percent) over the
state-of-the-art distributed CTA scheduling policy.
The hardware cost of the ICC unit is limited to
276 bytes per cluster.

2 BACKGROUND

Before motivating the problem we are addressing in this
paper more deeply, we first summarize some background
material.

2.1 GPU Thread Hierarchy

Using Nvidia’s terminology, a GPU-compute application
consists of kernels, grids, CTAs, warps and threads, and they
are organized in a hierarchy. A kernel is a parallel code
region that runs on a GPU and consists of multiple grids,
which in turn consist of multiple CTAs. Each CTA is a batch
of threads that can coordinate with each other through syn-
chronization using a barrier instruction [10]. Threads in a
CTA share a fast, on-chip scratchpad memory called shared
memory. Since all the synchronization primitives are encap-
sulated within a CTA, different CTAs can be executed in any
order. This is an important feature that we will explore to
understand how the mapping of CTAs to clusters affects
intra-cluster locality.

2.2 GPU Architecture

Our baseline GPU architecture is shown in Fig. 1: 12 clusters
are connected via a crossbar NoC to 8 memory controllers
(MCs). Each MC has an associated L2 cache bank for the
memory partition that the MC serves, and has one network
port. Each cluster consists of 5 SMs, so there are 60 SMs in
total. Each SMhas a private L1 data cache, a read-only texture
cache, a constant cache and shared memory. An L1 cache
miss triggers a request to be sent over theNoC to reach one of
the L2 cache banks; in case of an L2 cache miss, the request
proceeds to main memory. In our baseline architecture, we
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assume one NoC injection port buffer that is shared by all
SMs in a cluster; the SMs are connected through a bus within
a cluster. (In the evaluation section, we will study the sensi-
tivity of our design to the number of clusters and the network
ports per SM.) Each cluster has a response FIFO queue to
hold incoming packets from the NoC; responses are directed
to one of the SMs in the cluster according to the control infor-
mation in the packet.

2.3 CTA Scheduling

Scheduling on a GPU is done in three steps. First, a kernel is
launched on the GPU. In this work, we assume that only one
kernel is active at a given time. Second, the CTA scheduler
maps CTAs to the available SMs. The baseline CTA sched-
uler follows a 2-level round-robin (RR) policy [11], which
first schedules CTAs across clusters and then across SMs
within a cluster. In particular, CTA 1 is allocated to the first
SM in cluster #1, CTA 2 is allocated to the first SM in cluster
#2, and so on. Once all clusters are assigned one CTA, the
next iteration allocates a CTA to the second SM in each clus-
ter, etc., until all SMs are assigned one CTA. If an SM has
enough resources to execute more than one CTA, additional
CTAs are assigned—this is done in a round-robin manner
similar to the procedure just described. By doing so, a two-
level RR policy balances the load among clusters and SMs, so
that all clusters and SMs have a similar number of CTAs to
execute. The maximum number of CTAs that can be sched-
uled per SM is determined by the SM’s resources. Finally,
the warp scheduler in each SM schedules warps (from one or

more CTAs) to execute, which we model using a Greedy-
Then-Oldest (GTO) policy [12].

3 MOTIVATION AND OPPORTUNITY

We now further motivate the problem and describe the
opportunity.

3.1 NoC Bandwidth Bottleneck

We first demonstrate that the NoC indeed constitutes a per-
formance bottleneck in a clustered GPU architecture. In par-
ticular, we study the relationship between performance and
NoC bandwidth. Fig. 2 quantifies performance as a function
of NoC bandwidth. To ensure an overall balanced design,
we vary the LLC bandwidth proportionally as we change the
NoC bandwidth. This is done by increasing the clock fre-
quency of the NoC and LLC subsystems by the same factor.
This enables providing a meaningful measure for how sensi-
tive performance is to the available NoC (and LLC) band-
width. (Further details about our experimental setup are
given in Section 7.) We find that performance is sensitive to
NoC and LLCbandwidth formost of the benchmarks. In par-
ticular, increasing NoC/LLC bandwidth by a factor 1.5’
leads to a substantial performance benefit; doubling the
NoC/LLC bandwidth saturates the performance improve-
ment to on average 45 percent and up to 78 percent. This
illustrates that NoC bandwidth indeed is a severe bottleneck.
Limited NoC bandwidth leads to congestion within a cluster
for memory requests that need to proceed through the NoC
to reach the L2 cache and beyond.

3.2 Request Merging

GPU-compute applications exhibit various forms of locality in
the memory hierarchy. Merging memory requests is widely
deployed across the memory hierarchy in a GPU to increase
the effective memory system throughput. Table 1 provides a
comparison between existing techniques and our work.

Intra-warp locality, or different threads within the same
warp accessing the same or neighboring memory locations,
is the most common and obvious form of data locality pres-
ent in GPU-compute applications. To exploit this characteris-
tic, a memory coalescing unit merges multiple memory
accesses to the same cache line within the same warp before
sending the request to the L1 cache [8]. In other words, intra-
warp coalescing merges requests across threads within a warp.
This is easily done as different threadswithin a warp execute
in SIMD lockstep.

For memory-divergent applications, where different
threads in a warp request more than one cache line in a load
or store instruction, the memory coalescing unit becomes a

Fig. 1. Clustered GPU architecture: SMs within a cluster go through the
NoC to access the L2 cache andmainmemory to serve L1 cachemisses.

Fig. 2. Quantifying the NoC bottleneck: Normalized IPC when varying
the NoC and LLC frequency from 0:25� to 2�. NoC (and LLC) bandwidth
is a severe performance bottleneck.

TABLE 1
GPU Coalescing Techniques and Their Scope

Technique Scope

Intra-warp coalescing [8] Across threads in a warp
WarpPool [9] L1 accesses across warps in an SM
L1 MSHR [13] L1 misses across warps in an SM
Packet coalescing [14] MC side
ICC (this work) L1 misses across SMs in a cluster
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memory system throughput bottleneck because the different
memory requests now need to be serialized. Kloosterman
et al. [9] propose WarpPool which merges memory requests
across warps in an SM before accessing the L1 cache. By merg-
ing requests from different warps in an SM, they increase the
effective L1 cache bandwidth. WarpPool does not address
NoC congestion though: WarpPool reduces the number of
requests to the L1 cache, but goes no further. SMs in the same
cluster that are accessing the same address, an address that
presently is not in the L1 cache, generate multiple NoC
requests.

Miss Status Handling Registers (MSHRs) [13] are used at
the L1 cache level to track outstanding L1 cache misses and
merge multiple requests to the same cache line in the L2
cache and beyond. This avoids having to send redundant
requests over the NoC to the next level in the cache hierar-
chy. Note that L1MSHRs eliminate redundant NoC requests
originating from a single SM. In other words, L1 cache
MSHRs are limited in scope and coalesce L1 cache misses across
warps within an SM. There may still be redundant NoC
requests originating from different SMs within a single clus-
ter, as wewill demonstrate in this paper.

Packet coalescing [14] groups memory requests from dif-
ferent SMs at the memory controller (MC) side. TheMC then
generates a single read reply and relies on amulticast NoC to
transfer the reply packet to the requesting SMs. Packet coa-
lescing does not reduce the number of L1 miss requests sent
over the NoC.

To summarize, although intra-warp coalescing andWarp-
Pool reduce the number of requests to the L1 cache and
although L1 MSHRs merge outstanding L1 cache misses,
there is no coalescing or merging happening for accesses to
the L2 cache. In other words, different SMs within the same
cluster may issue multiple requests to the same or neighbor-
ing data elements, which leads to redundant NoC traffic. In
this paper, we eliminate redundant NoC traffic by coalescing L1
cache misses across SMs within a cluster before sending
requests to the L2 cache. By doing so, we increase the effec-
tive NoC bandwidth.

3.3 Intra-Cluster Locality

In this paper, we observe and exploit the notion of intra-
cluster data locality in GPU-compute applications. In this
section, we first quantify intra-cluster locality, and we then
investigate its root cause.

3.3.1 Quantifying Intra-Cluster Locality

To quantify the amount of intra-cluster locality, we define
the notion of a redundant request. A data request is said to be
redundant if it accesses a cache block that has been accessed
by a previous request from the same cluster; the previous
request needs to have happened recently, within a given
window size of requests prior to the current request. (We
will vary this window size when we quantify intra-cluster
locality.) We define Intra-Cluster Locality (ICL) as

ICL ¼ no: redundant requests

total no: data requests
: (1)

To quantify intra-cluster locality, we track all data requests
in a cluster before they are injected into the NoC, i.e., after
having accessed the L1 cache, so this includes all L1 misses.
We then calculate the ratio of redundant requests versus the
total number of data requests for different window sizes of
past memory requests. We consider window sizes ranging
from 500 to 2000 cycles. The reason for this wide range is
that we observe L1 cache miss latencies ranging up to a cou-
ple thousands of cycles, which we observe for some of our
benchmarks that suffer from severe NoC congestion.

Different applications exhibit different degrees of intra-
cluster locality, see Fig. 3. On average, for a window size of
2000 cycles, we observe that 19.4 percent of the memory
requests are redundant. For HS and DCT, up to 48 and
45.4 percent of the requests are redundant at the cluster level,
respectively. This result supports the hypothesis in this
paper that it is possible to significantly reduce NoC traffic in
clustered GPUs by coalescing memory requests within a
cluster.

3.3.2 Inter-CTA Locality

It is interesting to investigate where intra-cluster locality
comes from. Intra-cluster locality in fact stems from inter-
CTA locality because of data reuse among CTAs mapped to
SM cores in the same cluster. We analyze all the benchmarks
and identify two categories of inter-CTA locality: cache line
sharing versus data sharing. Fig. 3 quantifies their relative
contribution. For a window size of 2000 cycles, we observe
19.4 percent intra-cluster locality, with 11.2 percent due to
cache line sharing and 8.2 percent due to data sharing. We
also note that intra-cluster locality increases with increasing
window size.

1) Inter-CTA Locality due to Cache Line Sharing. Inter-CTA
localitymay result fromadjacent CTAs accessing neighboring
data items in the same cache line—spatial locality. If one
cache line is big enough to hold the data accessed bymultiple
CTAs, we may observe this form of inter-CTA locality.
The number of threads within a CTA is typically amultiple of
32. It may be the case that all threads within a CTA access less
than a cache line worth of data, e.g., 32 or 64 threads in a CTA
access 128 or fewer bytes. Hence, for a cache line of 128 bytes,
this implies that different CTAs will access the same cache
line, exhibiting inter-CTA locality through the same cache
line. A couple benchmarks feature cache line sharing pre-
dominantly, especiallyDCT andSRADs, see Fig. 3.

2) Inter-CTA Locality Due to Data Sharing. In many GPU-
compute applications, we observe that different CTAs access
the same (read-only) data – temporal locality. Data sharing

Fig. 3. Intra-cluster locality (fraction of redundant requests versus the
total number of requests in a cluster) as a function of a past window of
requests under the distributed CTA scheduling policy [6]. A distinction is
made between cache line sharing and data sharing. A substantial frac-
tion of NoC requests are redundant because of intra-cluster locality due
to cache line sharing or data sharing.
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may result from different reuse patterns depending on how
the CTAs are organized.

We illustrate this using two benchmarks. Hotspot (HS),
see Fig. 4 for a code excerpt, is a benchmark that exhibits
high intra-cluster locality.HS has its threads and CTAs orga-
nized in a 2D structure. Different threads in different CTAs
access the same data through the power[] data structure.
The computed index is a linear combination of the two-
dimensional index of the thread and CTA. If this linear com-
bination evaluates to the same value, different threads from
different CTAs will access the same data, yielding inter-CTA
locality.

LUD is another example of a 2D application, see Fig. 5, in
which each submatrix Lij and Uij is processed by one CTA.
One iteration (one instance of the kernel) is used to calculate
the decomposition of one row and column of the submatri-
ces. For example, in the first iteration, submatrices Lj1 and
U1i are computed: L11 is reused for calculating submatrices
U12 and U13 (reuse along rows), while U11 is reused for calcu-
lating submatricesL21 andL31 (reuse along columns).

We note that data sharing may happen between CTAs
that are relatively far apart from each other. For example,
LUD features a 6� 6 CTA organization in which CTAs in the
same row and same column access the same data. Hence,

CTAs that aremultiples of 6 away from each otherwill access
the same data, i.e., data sharing within a column. During our
workload analysis, we find that locality due to data sharing
may happen among CTAs that are relatively far apart. On
the other hand, inter-CTA locality due to cache line sharing
is typically observed among adjacent CTAs.

4 CTA SCHEDULING

Intra-cluster locality is not only a function of the algorithm or
its implementation. It is also greatly affected by how CTAs
are mapped to clusters. In order to illustrate this point, we
consider four previously proposed CTA scheduling policies,
which we illustrate using the example shown in Fig. 6. The
example assumes 10 CTAs in total; we further assume two
clusters with two SMs per cluster; each SM can execute two
CTAs.

4.1 Scheduling Algorithms

Two-level round-robin scheduling follows the strategy previ-
ously described in Section 2.3. CTAs are first distributed
across clusters; once all clusters have one CTA assigned, we
assign CTAs across SMs within a cluster; finally, when all
SMs in all clusters are assigned one CTA, we assign addi-
tional CTAs per SM—the assignment of additional CTAs is
done the same way. This CTA scheduling algorithm has the

Fig. 4. Code excerpt from hotspot (HS). Different threads in different
CTAs access the same data through the power[]data structure if the
index evaluates to the same value.

Fig. 5. Data sharing in LUD. L11 is reused for calculating submatrices U12

and U13 (reuse along rows), while U11 is reused for calculating submatri-
ces L21 and L31 (reuse along columns).

Fig. 6. Illustrating the five CTA scheduling algorithms for a 10-CTA workload. We assume a GPU architecture with 2 clusters with 2 SMs each; we
can allocate at most 2 CTAs per SM. The top row shows the initial mapping of CTAs to clusters and SMs; the bottom row shows the mapping of the
next CTA to schedule after CTA 1 finishes its execution.
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advantage of distributing the CTAs uniformly across all
clusters and SMs in the system.

Global round-robin or one-level round-robin scheduling,
first distributes CTAs across all SMs within a cluster and
then across clusters, i.e., it assigns a CTA to the first SM and a
second CTA to the second SM in the first cluster; once all
SMs in the first cluster are assigned one CTA, wemove to the
second cluster, and so forth. Once all SMs in all clusters have
one CTA assigned, we then assign additional CTAs to the
SMs. The assignment of additional CTAs per SM is done in
the samemanner.

Greedy-clustering assigns as many CTAs as possible to the
first cluster before proceeding to the next, i.e., the first CTA is
assigned to the first SM and the second CTA is assigned to
the second SM in the first cluster; once all SMs in the cluster
have one CTA assigned, additional CTAs are assigned to the
cluster until all SMs can take no more additional CTAs. It
then moves to the next cluster. This greedy-clustering algo-
rithm has the advantage of fully utilizing the allocated SMs
and clusters. However, for kernels with a limited number of
CTAs, this policy may lead to imbalanced execution, i.e., not
all clusters are assigned the same workload. While this is not
a concern for GPU-compute workloads that consist of a large
number of CTAs, it may be problematic for others.

These three CTA scheduling policies share the common
limitation that they expose limited intra-cluster locality.
As mentioned before, inter-CTA locality typically occurs
between neighboring CTAs. Compared to the other two poli-
cies, greedy-clustering may be advantageous because it
assigns neighboring CTAs to the same cluster. The number
of neighboring CTAs assigned to the same cluster under
two-level round-robin and global round-robin scheduling is
more limited. However, these three polices do not make any
guarantees to exploit intra-cluster locality during the execu-
tion. In particular, when a CTA on an SM finishes execution,
a new CTA needs to be launched and this is done without
considering the locality between the new CTA and the CTAs
already executing on the cluster. This is, whenCTA 1 finishes
in the example shown in Fig. 6, CTA 9 gets scheduled and
assigned to the SM previously executing CTA 1. Unfortu-
nately, theremay be limited or no inter-CTA locality between
CTA 9 and the CTAs already running on the same cluster.

Distributed scheduling as proposed in MCM-GPU [6],
addresses this issue by uniformly distributing CTAs across
clusters, i.e., all clusters get the same number of CTAs
assigned in a pool of CTAs. In the example in Fig. 6, there are

10 CTAs in total. Distributed scheduling first splits up the set
of CTAs evenly across the two clusters, i.e., CTAs 1 through 5
are assigned to cluster #1, and CTAs 6 through 10 are
assigned to cluster #2. In the next step, it maps a block of
neighboring CTAs to each cluster from the respective pools,
i.e., CTAs 1 through 4 are mapped to cluster #1, and CTAs 6
through 9 are mapped to cluster #2. This is similar to greedy-
clustering except that greedy-clustering does this from a
global pool of CTAs whereas distributed CTA scheduling
considers a per-cluster pool of CTAs. The key difference with
the other CTA scheduling policies appears when a CTA fin-
ishes its execution, e.g., CTA 1 at the bottom in Fig. 6. Asmen-
tioned above, two-level round-robin, global round-robin and
greedy-clustering scheduling select and assign the next CTA
from the global CTA pool, i.e., CTA 9 is selected andmapped
to the SM and cluster where CTA 1 just finished its execution,
namely the first SM in cluster #1. Distributed scheduling on
the other hand selects the next CTA from the cluster’s CTA
pool, i.e., CTA5 ismapped to cluster #1. This is amajor differ-
ence as it enables distributed CTA scheduling to continu-
ously exploit inter-CTA locality and assign neighboring
CTAs to the same cluster during the entire execution.

4.2 Performance Analysis

Fig. 7 reports performance (IPC) normalized to two-level
round-robin. We observe that distributed scheduling is the
best performing scheduling policy. Significantly higher per-
formance is achieved for FDTD (35 percent) and a couple
other benchmarks including BT (12 percent), 2DCONV
(10 percent), NN (9 percent) and LUD (6 percent). The reason
for the higher performance is improved L1 cache locality.
Distributed scheduling achieves lower performance than the
other policies for SRAD (11 percent) and BP (4 percent)
because of workload imbalance across SMs. On average, we
report that distributed scheduling is the best performing pol-
icy, i.e., it achieves 6 percent higher performance on average
compared to two-level round-robin scheduling. Because it is
the best performing policy, we will consider distributed
scheduling as the default CTA scheduling policy for the
remainder of the paper.

The comparison becomes even more interesting as we
consider intra-cluster locality, see Fig. 8 which quantifies
intra-cluster locality as previously defined in Section 3.3 for
the different CTA scheduling policies with a time window of
2000 cycles. Intra-cluster locality is the highest for distributed
scheduling, i.e., we measure that on average 19.5 percent

Fig. 7. Normalized IPC for two-level round-robin, greedy-clustering,
global round-robin and distributed CTA scheduling. Distributed schedul-
ing outperforms the other three policies on average.

Fig. 8. Intra-cluster locality for the different CTA scheduling policies. CTA
scheduling policies have a substantial impact on the exploitable intra-
cluster locality, and distributed scheduling yields the highest opportunity.
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(and up to 48 percent for HS and 46 percent for DCT) of the
requests within a cluster are redundant. The reason is that
distributed scheduling maintains inter-CTA locality across
consecutive CTAs, not only at the beginning of the execution
but also during the execution as CTAs finish and new CTAs
get launched. Thismakes distributed scheduling particularly
amenable to intra-cluster coalescing, and in addition, reinfor-
ces the choice to use distributed scheduling as our baseline.

There are two possibilities to exploit the observed intra-
cluster locality. The first approach is based on the observa-
tion that a fraction of the locality across SMs within a cluster
can be capturedwithin an SM by changing the CTA schedul-
ing policy. This is the approach taken through the newly pro-
posed distributed-block scheduling policy, whichwe discuss
in Section 5. The second approach is to coalesce requests to
the same cache lines across SMs in a cluster, which is the
approach taken in the newly proposed intra-cluster coalesc-
ingmechanism as discussed in Section 6.

5 DISTRIBUTED-BLOCK SCHEDULING

Among the state-of-the-art CTA scheduling strategies, dis-
tributed scheduling clearly exposes the most intra-cluster
locality. It does so by uniformly distributing CTAs across
clusters. However, CTAs are allocated following a (default)
round-robin strategy within a cluster. As a result, consecu-
tive CTAs may be allocated to different SMs in a cluster,
which may lead to reduced L1 cache performance and/or
missed opportunities to coalesce requests at the L1 cache
MSHRs. We therefore propose two-level distributed-block CTA
scheduling, or distributed-block scheduling for short, to exploit
coalescing opportunities at the cluster level and at the same
time increase locality benefits at the L1 cache level. At the
cluster level, we use distributed scheduling to maximize
intra-cluster locality. At the SM level, we leverage block CTA
scheduling (BCS) [7] which assigns a block of two CTAs to
the same SM. The intuition is to increase the opportunity for
exploiting data cache line locality across CTAs if those CTAs
get allocated to the same SM at the same time. BCS delays the
scheduling of CTAs to an SM until there are two CTA con-
texts available on the SM to simultaneously schedule two
CTAs. This has two potential benefits: (i) the L1 cache hit rate
improves because of improved locality, and (ii) there are
more coalescing opportunities in the L1 cache MSHRs
because the reuse distance between two accesses to the same
memory location is reduced. In otherwords, inter-CTA local-
ity gets exploited within a single SM, which leads to overall
higher performance. Note though that delayedCTA schedul-
ingmay also incur some performance overhead, i.e., if an SM
only has one CTA context left, no new CTA can be allocated
until another CTA context becomes available, which leaves
SM resources underutilized.

Distributed-block scheduling is illustrated in Fig. 6. At the
cluster level, distributed-block scheduling performs the
same as distributed scheduling. We first split the CTAs
evenly and assign the first 5 CTAs to cluster #1 and the next
five CTAs to cluster #2. In the next step, rather than allocating
CTAs by using a default round-robin strategy, we allocate
CTAs at a granularity of 2 to different SMs in a cluster. CTAs
1 and 2 are allocated to the first SM in cluster 1; CTAs 3 and 4
are allocated to the second SM in cluster 1. By doing so,

CTAswith higher inter-CTA locality are likely to be allocated
to the same SM. Note that distributed-block scheduling fol-
lows a delayedmapping strategy once a CTA finishes its exe-
cution, as illustrated at the bottom part in Fig. 6. New CTAs
can only be allocated to an SM if at least two CTA contexts
are available. Hence, CTA 5 can be allocated to SM #1 only
when both CTAs 1 and 2 have finished their execution.

6 INTRA-CLUSTER COALESCING (ICC)

Distributed-block scheduling exploits inter-CTA locality
between adjacent CTAs within the same SM. However, it
does not exploit inter-CTA locality across SMs in a cluster.
This leaves performance and efficiency benefits on the table,
i.e., a significant fraction of data sharing within a cluster may
not come from adjacent CTAs running on the same SM.
Hence, we propose intra-cluster coalescing (ICC) to coalesce
inter-CTA locality across SMs within the same cluster. The
key idea of ICC is to merge requests from different SMs in a
cluster to the same L2 cache line before sending the request
to the NoC. By doing so, ICC decreases the number of mem-
ory transactions over the network and reduces the conten-
tion on the network port shared bymultiple SMs in a cluster.

6.1 ICC Unit

Fig. 9 illustrates the overall architecture of the proposed
intra-cluster coalescing unit. The central structure of the ICC
unit is themerge table. Its goal is to track all memory requests
coming from the SMs in the cluster before injecting them into
the network. The merge table contains multiple entries. Each
entry consists of three fields, namely an address field, the SM
list and a valid bit. An entry is responsible for coalescing all
memory requests to the same L2 cache line. The merge table
is implemented as a fully-associative cache.

When an SM core wants to inject a memory request into
the network, the ICC unit first searches the merge table
using the request’s address. If there already exists an entry
for the requested cache line (merge table hit), the ICC unit
will append the ID of the requesting SM to the SM list. The
memory request will not be sent to the network—there
already is a request outstanding for that same L2 cache line.
If on the other hand, there is no entry allocated in the merge

Fig. 9. The intra-cluster coalescing (ICC) unit merges L1 cache misses
across SMs within a cluster. The coalesced cache (CC) keeps track of
recently coalesced cache lines.
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table for that cache line (merge table miss), the ICC unit will
allocate a new entry (if the merge table has empty entries
available) and then send the memory request to the net-
work; the SM sending this request is added to the SM list
and the valid bit is set. If, under a merge table miss, all
entries in the merge table are occupied, the memory request
will be injected into the NoC directly. ICC unit only records
read requests to the global address space; read requests to
other address spaces bypass the merge table. Write requests
also bypass the merge table in order not to complicate the
design of the merge table—including writes in the merge
table would require storing entire cache lines and imple-
menting write merging within a cache line.

When a cluster receives a reply packet from the network,
the ICC unit uses the reply address to index the merge table.
If there exists an entry for that address (a merge table hit),
the ICC unit reads the corresponding SM list and broadcasts
the memory reply to all SMs in the list. Next, the correspond-
ing entry in the merge table is set to invalid, which means
that the entry can be re-used for other memory requests. If
the address cannot be found in themerge table (amerge table
miss), the reply will be delivered to the SM based on the
destination stored in the reply packet.

ICC enjoys two performance benefits. First, by design,
the total number of transactions sent to the network is
reduced and this relieves the network bottleneck. Second,
the average memory access latency is reduced for requests
that hit in the merge table. A request to an already outstand-
ing request only sees the remaining access latency, which is
(much) smaller compared to the latency of a newly initiated
request.

6.2 Merge Table

The size of the merge table is likely to affect performance.
The larger the size, the higher the opportunity to exploit
intra-cluster locality. On the flip side, a large merge table
also implies higher hardware cost and access latency; access
latency is something to consider since it is on the critical
path for every L1 cache miss.

The maximum possible size of the merge table is deter-
mined by the maximum number of in-flight memory
requests. Memory read requests in each SM first access the
L1 cache. In case of a miss, the memory request is sent to the
next level of cache. In the L1 cache, the MSHRs track the in-
flight L1 cache misses and merge duplicate requests access-
ing the same L2 cache line. The number ofMSHR entries con-
trols the number ofmemory requests that can be injected into
the NoC, i.e., when all MSHR entries are occupied, L1 cache
misses can no longer be serviced. Hence, the maximum size
of themerge table is bounded by the number of SMs per clus-
ter multiplied by the number of L1 MSHR entries per SM.
This amounts to a maximum size of 5� 32 ¼ 160 entries for
our clustered architecture.

Obviously, the size of the merge table can be set to a
smaller value to reduce the hardware cost and/or access
latency. This trade-off impacts our ability to coalesce mem-
ory requests across the NoC. We set the size of the merge
table to 48 entries in our setup. We find that whereas a maxi-
mum sized merge table can coalesce 14.5 percent of the L1
cache misses, a 48-entry merge table captures the vast major-
ity of those by coalescing 12 percent of the L1 cache misses.

6.3 Coalesced Cache

A limitation of the ICC unit as just proposed is that it can only
coalesce memory requests within a limited time window,
namely while the initial memory request is outstanding.
However, as quantified in Section 3.3, there exists significant
inter-CTA locality within large time windows, beyond the
latency of a memory request. In other words, there is a high
possibility that coalesced cache lines will be accessed again in
the near future. We therefore extend the ICC unit with a coa-
lesced cache to keep track of recently coalesced cache lines.

Fig. 9 illustrates the architecture of the coalesced cache
(CC). The CC is accessed upon an L1 cache miss. In case of a
hit in the CC, i.e., this is an access to a previously coalesced
cache line, the cache line is simply returned, saving a
request over the NoC to the next level of cache. In case of a
CC miss, the cache line is inserted in the merge table as
previously described. Cache lines are added to the CC
upon their return from the memory hierarchy if there are
more than a single requester, i.e., the cache line is only
inserted in the CC if it is effectively a coalesced cache line as
indicated in the respective entry in the merge table.

6.4 Cost Analysis

Asmentioned before, we assume a 48-entry fully-associative
merge table. For GPU-compute applications with a 48-bit
address space [12] and a 128-byte cache line size, we need
41 bits to record the address of the cache line. We further
assume 5 bits to record the SM list, i.e., the SMs waiting for
that particular cache line to come back from thememory sub-
system. The total hardware cost for the merge table amounts
to 2,208 bits or 276 bytes. We further assume a 24-entry fully-
associative coalescing cache with 41 bit tags and 128 byte
cache lines, amounting to a total size of 3.2 KB. (We find that
a larger number of entries in the coalesced cache improves
performance but we opt for 24 entries in the evaluation to
balance performance and hardware cost.) We need a merge
table and coalesced cache for each cluster. We use CACTI
6.5 [15] to compute the access latency to the merge table
and coalesced cache, and we find it to be less than one cycle
at 1.4 GHz assuming a 40 nm chip technology.

7 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The evaluation is done using the GPGPU-Sim 3.2.2 simula-
tor [16]. Table 2 shows the simulated baseline GPU configu-
ration. We assume a total of 12 clusters with each cluster
containing 5 SMs; hence, there are 60 SMs in total. Each SM
features a 48 KB L1 cache. The 12 clusters are connected
through a crossbar NoC to 8 memory controllers with a
512 KB L2 cache per memory controller. (We will vary the
number of clusters and the number of SMs per cluster in
the evaluation.) We further assume Greedy-Then-Oldest
(GTO) [12] as the warp scheduling policy within an SM. The
merge table in the ICC unit and coalescing cache are config-
ured to hold up to 48 entries and 24 entries respectively; we
assume a one-cycle access latency to the merge table and
coalescing cache, which we account for in our simulations.
We also model the five CTA scheduling algorithms: 2-level
round-robin, global round-robin, greedy-clustering, distrib-
uted scheduling and the newly proposed distributed-block
scheduling. Our baseline includes intra-warp coalescing in
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which memory requests are coalesced across threads within
a warp before sending them to the L1 cache [8]. We further
assume 32 MSHR entries at both the L1 and L2 caches; the
MSHRs at the L1 coalesce L1misseswithin an SM.

When evaluating GPU energy consumption, we use
GPUWattch [17] assuming a 40 nm chip technology. GPU-
Wattch is modified and configured to model the same GPU
configuration as the performance simulator. We account for
the extra energy consumed in the merge table and coalesced
cache, although we find it to be negligible.

Table 3 lists the workloads used to evaluate our pro-
posed solution, taken from CUDA SDK [18], Rodinia [19]
and PolyBench [20]; NN comes with GPGPUsim [16]. We
choose a mix of high intra-cluster locality and low intra-
cluster locality applications to properly evaluate the perfor-
mance impact across a broad range of workloads.

8 RESULTS

We now evaluate distributed-block scheduling and intra-
cluster coalescing. This is done in a number of steps. We start
by investigating the performance improvement and energy
consumption reduction, after which we analyze the impact
on NoC traffic and memory access latency. Finally, we

provide a sensitivity analysis with respect to cluster size and
the effective number of NoCports per SM.

8.1 Performance

Fig. 10 reports normalized performance for distributed-block
scheduling, intra-cluster coalescing (ICC) and the coalesced
cache (CC) normalized to distributed distributed scheduling
(without ICC). A couple of interesting observations can be
drawn from these results. Distributed-block scheduling out-
performs distributed scheduling for all benchmarks, and by
4 percent on average. For applications that exhibit L1 cache
locality such as FDTD, MM and 2DCONV, distributed-block
scheduling improves performance by 15, 10 and 7 percent,
respectively. This is because part of the inter-CTA locality is
captured at the L1 cache within an SM. However, for applica-
tions such as HS and DCT which exhibit high intra-cluster
locality, distributed-block scheduling does not show any IPC
improvement. In HS, the lack of improvement is due to the
high L1 cache miss rate, which under the GTOwarp schedul-
ing policy leads to cache lines being replaced before being ref-
erenced again. Hence, even though twoCTAswith cache-line
related locality are allocated to the same SM, this does not
result in improved L1 cache performance. The reason is dif-
ferent for DCT: this benchmark contains more writes than
reads. As a result, reducing the number of L1 readmisses has
limited impact on overall performance.

Distributed-block scheduling works synergistically with
ICC to improve performance by 10 percent on average.
Intra-cluster coalescing leads to an additional performance
improvement of 6 percent on average over distributed-block
scheduling. Several benchmarks experience a substantial per-
formance improvement when combining distributed-block
scheduling with ICC, see for example LUD (28 percent), HS
(19 percent), DCT (17 percent) and 2DCONV (19 percent).
Generally speaking, benchmarkswith high intra-cluster local-
ity, see Fig. 3, benefit more from ICC. However, the correla-
tion is not perfect. This is due to the fact that intra-cluster
locality quantifies the redundancy in read requests only.
Applications that have a relatively high fraction of writes ver-
sus reads, e.g.,DCT, do not benefit asmuch as the intra-cluster
locality metric would suggest (although the improvement is
still significant). Overall, we report that distributed-block
scheduling with ICC improves performance by 10 percent on
average (and up to 28 percent) compared to state-of-the-art
distributed scheduling.

TABLE 2
Simulated GPU Configuration

Parameter Value

Clock Frequency 1.4 GHz
Number of Clusters 12
Number of SMs per Cluster 5
Numbers of MC 8
Warp Schedulers / SM 2 (GTO)
L1 Cache / SM 48 KB

128 B line, 4-way assoc
LRU, 32-entry MSHR

Shared Memory / SM 64 KB
L2 Unified Cache 512 KB per MC

128 B line, 8-way assoc
LRU, 32-entry MSHR

NoC Topology 12 ’ 8 crossbar
NoC Channel width 64 B
NoC Bandwidth 716.8 GB/s
DRAM Bandwidth 720 GB/s
GDDR5 DRAM 1.4 GHz

tCL=12, tRP=12, tRC=40,
tRAS=28, tRCD=12, tRRD=6,
tCCD=2, tWR=12

TABLE 3
Benchmarks Considered in This Study

Benchmark Suite Abbr.

hotspot Rodinia HS
b+trees Rodinia BT
backprop Rodinia BP
bfs Rodinia BFS
srad Rodinia SRAD
lud Rodinia LUD
2Dconv Polybench 2DCONV
matrixmul SDK MM
neuralnetwork GPGPUsim NN
FDTD3d SDK FDTD
dct8’8 SDK DCT

Fig. 10. Normalized IPC for distributed-block scheduling, intra-cluster coa-
lescing (ICC) and coalesced cache (CC) normalized to distributed sched-
uling. Distributed-block scheduling improves performance by 4 percent
on average; ICC significantly improves performance for both CTA
scheduling policies and yields an overall average 10 percent performance
improvement; ICC along with CC yields an 15 percent performance
improvement.
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Intra-cluster coalescing improves distributed scheduling
performance by 10 percent on average. For some benchmarks
we do observe that distributed scheduling achieves higher
performance than distributed-block scheduling, assuming
both are complemented with ICC, see for example HS, LUD
and DCT. This is due to delayed CTA launch under block
scheduling, i.e., a newCTA is only scheduled when two CTA
slots are available. For other benchmarkswe observe that dis-
tributed-block scheduling outperforms distributed schedul-
ing, see for example FDTD, MM and 2DCONV. These
benchmarks benefit from improved L1 cache performance
and/or coalescing in the L1MSHRs.

Intra-cluster coalescingwhen complementedwith the coa-
lesced cache (CC) improves performance for both CTA
scheduling policies by 15 percent on average. The coalesced
cache extends the opportunity to benefit from coalesced
cache lines which leads to an additional average 5 percent
performance improvement beyond ICC. Some cache lines
that cannot be serviced by the ICCunit hit in the CC, avoiding
an additional access over the NoC. In particular, LUD and
2DCONV experience a substantial performance improve-
ment of up to 67 percent and 46 percent, respectively.

We further note that distributed scheduling with ICC
yields similar performance benefits as distributed-block
scheduling, with an average performance improvement of
10 percent. However, distributed-block scheduling with ICC
is a more robust solution: it leads to substantial performance
gains, larger than 10 percent for six of the benchmarks,
whereas distributed scheduling with ICC leads to similarly
high performance gains for only four of the benchmarks. The
coalesced cache effectively caches coalesced cache lines at
the cluster level, leading to an overall performance improve-
ment by 15 percent on average.

8.2 Energy Efficiency

ICC reduces energy consumption by coalescing L1 misses,
which reduces the number of requests over the NoC to the L2
cache. Fig. 11 quantifies the impact on the overall system (GPU
plus DRAM) energy consumption by providing a breakdown
of where energy is consumed. We report that distributed-
block scheduling by itself reduces energy consumption by
1.2 percent on average. ICC reduces energy consumption by
4 percent on average, and up to 9 percent for 2DCONV. ICC
plus CC reduces energy consumption by 6 percent on average,
and up to 19 percent for 2DCONV. The reduction in energy
consumption comes from two sources: reduced NoC energy
and reduced L2 energy. The NoC accounts for a significant
fraction of total energy consumption, for 25 percent on average
and up to 44 percent for 2DCONV and BFS. When put
together, distributed-block scheduling with ICC and CC
reduces NoC energy by 16 percent on average and up to
30 percent. The reduction in L2 cache energy is also significant
(by 10 percent on average). However, because of the smaller
contribution of the L2 cache to total system energy compared
to the NoC, the impact is relatively limited. Overall, we
observe significant system energy savings for the benchmarks
that benefit from exploiting intra-cluster locality, see for exam-
ple 2DCONV (19 percent), LUD (11 percent), FDTD (8 percent),
HS (6 percent),BT (5 percent) and HS (4 percent).

Fig. 12 quantifies the energy-delay product (EDP), a well-
established metric for energy efficiency. Distributed-block
scheduling by itself improves EDP by 5 percent on average
and up to 20 percent compared to distributed scheduling.
Distributed-block scheduling with ICC leads to an average
EDP improvement of 13 percent, and up to 26 percent. Dis-
tributed-block scheduling with ICC and CC improves EDP
by 19 percent on average, and up to 53 percent (LUD).

8.3 NoC Traffic

To investigate where the performance improvements and
energy savings are coming from, we now report the NoC
traffic, which we quantify by counting the number of read
requests through the NoC. Fig. 13 reports normalized NoC
traffic.

Distributed-block scheduling reduces NoC traffic by
7 percent on average, as a result of coalescing L1misses in the
MSHRs within an SM. We observe a significant reduction in
NoC traffic for a number of benchmarks, including FDTD
(24 percent),DCT (15 percent),MM (10 percent) and 2DCONV
(7 percent). These benchmarks also experience a significant

Fig. 11. Energy consumption breakdown normalized to distributed scheduling (D). Distributed-block scheduling with ICC and CC reduces system
energy by 6 percent on average.

Fig. 12. Normalized EDP for distributed-block scheduling and ICC nor-
malized to distributed scheduling. Distributed-block scheduling with ICC
and CC reduces system EDP by 19 percent on average.
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performance improvement as previously reported in Fig. 10.
The only exception isDCT, given its high percentage of writes
versus reads. Other benchmarks such as HS and BT do not
benefit either, due to a high L1 cache miss rate (90 percent for
HS) and limited locality among consecutive CTAs (as is the
case forBT).

Some of the inter-CTA locality cannot be exploited through
the L1 cacheMSHRswithin an SM, but can be exploited across
SMs within a cluster through the ICC unit, further decreasing
NoC traffic by 9 percent on average. Combining distributed-
block scheduling with ICC leads to an average reduction in
NoC traffic by 15 percent. Some benchmarks experience a sig-
nificant NoC traffic reduction, including DCT (46 percent),
FDTD (27 percent), HS (18 percent), LUD (17 percent) and
2DCONV (16 percent). These benchmarks are also the work-
loads experiencing the largest performance and energy
improvements. Note though that the correlation is not per-
fect—NoC traffic reduction also depends on the fraction of
read requests. Benchmarkswithmorewrite requests than reads
do not experience an equally high reduction inNoC traffic.

The coalesced cache keeps track of coalesced cache lines
upon eviction from the merge table. This prolongs the
opportunity to exploit intra-cluster locality, reducing NoC
traffic reduction by an additional 5 percent on average. The
coalesced cache decreases NoC traffic significantly for some
benchmarks, including HS (12 percent), LUD (13 percent)
and 2DCONV (17 percent). These benchmarks are also the
workloads that are more sensitive to the time window, see
Fig. 3. Distributed-block scheduling with ICC and CC
reduces the NoC traffic by 20 percent on average. A couple
of benchmarks obtain a significant NoC traffic reduction,
including DCT (47 percent), 2DCONV (33 percent), LUD (32
percent), HS (29 percent) and FDTD (27 percent).

8.4 Sensitivity Analysis

Our baseline configuration assumed 12 clusters with 5 SMs
each. We now vary the number of SMs per cluster and
include configurations with 6, 10, 12 and 15 clusters. To keep
the total number of SMs constant at 60, each cluster consists
of 10, 6, 5 and 4 SMs, respectively. We assume one NoC port
per cluster, hence the effective number of NoC ports per SM
effectively increases as we increase the number of clusters.
We assume NoC bandwidth is constant across the different
configurations—note that NoC bandwidth is bounded by the
8 memory controllers. (For the configuration with 6 clusters,
we therefore increaseNoC frequency to 1.9 GHz to keepNoC
bandwidth constant.) Finally, we also change the number
of merge table entries according to the number of SMs in a
cluster, i.e., we set the size of the merge table to 96, 60, 48
and 40 entries for 6, 10, 12 and 15 clusters, respectively. We
(obviously) set the number of bits in the SM_list field in the
merge table to be the same as the number of SMs in a cluster.
We assume a 24-entry coalescing cache per cluster.

Figs. 14 and 15 report IPC improvement (percentage
speedup) as a function of the number of clusters comparing
distributed-block scheduling with ICC versus distributed
scheduling; Fig. 14 considers ICC in isolation whereas Fig. 15
considers ICC plus CC. The key observation here is that dis-
tributed-block scheduling with ICC and CC is effective
across the different GPU architecture configurations. Even
with as few as 4 SMs per cluster sharing one NoC port (15
clusters in total), we still observe an average performance
improvement of 16 percent (and up to 68 percent) from dis-
tributed-block schedulingwith ICC andCC. The highest per-
formance improvement is achieved for 10 clusters with 6
SMs each. We note an average 14 percent performance
improvement for distributed-block scheduling with ICC and
a 18 percent performance improvement for distributed-block
schedulingwith ICC and CC.

9 RELATED WORK

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper to target
coalescing memory requests across SMs within a cluster to
mitigate the NoC bottleneck in GPUs. We now discuss the
most closely relatedwork in CTA scheduling, inter-SM local-
ity, GPU NoC optimization and memory access coalescing.

CTA Scheduling. Several prior proposals exploit inter-CTA
locality to improve CTA scheduling. In particular, Lee
et al. [7] andMao et al. [21] propose to dispatch groups of two

Fig. 13. NoC traffic (number of NoC read requests) for distributed-block
scheduling and ICC normalized to distributed scheduling.Distributed-block
schedulingwith ICC andCC reducesNoC traffic by 20 percent on average.

Fig. 14. IPC improvement for distributed-block scheduling with ICC ver-
sus distributed scheduling as a function of the number of clusters while
keeping total SM count constant at 60 SMs. Distributed-block scheduling
with ICC consistently improves performance across different cluster
sizes and effective NoC port count per SM.

Fig. 15. IPC improvement for distributed-block scheduling with ICC and
CC versus distributed scheduling as a function of the number of clusters
while keeping total SM count constant at 60 SMs. Distributed-block
scheduling with ICC and CC consistently improves performance across
different cluster sizes and effective NoC port count per SM; the coa-
lesced cache improves performance consistently.
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consecutive CTAs onto the same SM to improve L1 cache per-
formance. Unfortunately, this exploits locality between con-
secutive CTAs located in a row only. Chen et al. [22] propose
a software-hardware cooperative design to exploit spatial
locality among different CTAs located in different rows and
columns. Li et al. [23] propose software techniques to sched-
ule CTAs with potential reuse on the same SM to exploit
inter-CTA locality on real GPU hardware. None of this prior
work explores CTA scheduling to improve intra-cluster coa-
lescing opportunities.

Exploiting Inter-SMLocality.Tarjan andSkadron [24] propose
a central sharing tracker (ST) to exploit data sharing among
SMs. They consider a GPU architecture that lacks an on-chip
last-level cache (LLC). Through the ST, L1 misses are sent to
other SMs to obtain the data fromanother L1 cache (if available)
instead of accessing off-chip main memory. Li et al. [25]
prioritize memory requests to data that is shared across SMs.
None of prior work considers inter-CTA locality as a potential
solution for the GPU NoC bottleneck in clustered GPUs.

GPUNoCOptimization.Two recent approaches address the
GPUNoCbottleneck by exploiting inter-SM locality. In partic-
ular, Zhao et al. [26] propose an inter-SM locality aware LLC
design to transfer few-to-many NoC traffic into many-to-
many traffic to increase the effective network bandwidth utili-
zation. Kim et al. [14] exploit packet coalescing to reduce data
redundancy in GPUs. These two prior approaches focus on a
meshNoC. Although the latter work also exploits packet coa-
lescing, it coalesces redundant replies on each MC. This only
alleviates theMC bottleneck, but the traffic caused by amulti-
cast operation to transfer the data back to the requesting SMs
is not addressed, whichmay lead to serialization delays in the
NoC routers. None of this prior work considers intra-cluster
locality to reduceGPUNoCpressure.

Bakhoda et al. [3] propose a checkerboard router to reduce
the NoC cost while providing multiple input ports for the
MCs to increase the injection rate. The bandwidth-efficient
NoC design by Jang et al. [27] leverages asymmetric virtual
channel (VC) partitions to assign more VCs to reply packets
which occupy a large portion of network traffic. Ziabari
et al. [5] propose asymmetric NoCs where the reply network
features a high network bandwidth. Zhao et al. [28] propose a
ring-like NoC to provide high bandwidth for servicing reply
packets in a cost-effective way. These previous proposals only
focused on theNoC topology, but could be combinedwith our
intra-cluster coalescing to further improve their performance.

Memory Access Coalescing. Coalescing techniques for GPUs
have been widely investigated, see for example [8], [9], [14],
[29]. Intra-warp coalescing is widely deployed in GPUs to
group aligned memory accesses of different threads in a
warp [8]. To coalesce memory accesses from different warps,
WarpPool [9] merges requests between warps within an SM
to increase the effective L1 cache bandwidth. This prior work
only targets memory access coalescing within an SM. None
notices nor exploits the potential of coalescing redundant
memory accesses fromdifferent SMswithin a cluster.

10 CONCLUSION

As the number of SMs on next-generation GPUs continues to
increase, NoC congestion quickly becomes a key design chal-
lenge to scale performance. Clustered GPUs face a severe

NoC bottleneck with increasing SM count. To mitigate net-
work congestion, we propose distributed-block CTA sched-
uling, intra-cluster coalescing (ICC) and the coalesced cache
(CC) to exploit inter-CTA locality observed in many GPU-
compute applications, coalescing L1 cache misses within and
across SMs in a cluster, respectively. Distributed-block sched-
uling is a two-level CTA scheduling policy that first evenly
distributes consecutive CTAs across clusters, and subse-
quently schedules pairs of consecutive CTAs per SM tomaxi-
mize L1 cache locality and L1MSHR coalescing opportunity.
ICC groups memory requests from different SMs in a cluster
to the same L2 cache line to reduce the overall number of
requests sent over theNoC. CC extends the opportunity from
coalescing cache lines by caching them at the cluster level for
future reference. By removing redundant NoC traffic, we
find that distributed-block scheduling, intra-cluster coalesc-
ing and the coalesced cache work synergistically to improve
both performance and energy consumption.

Using execution-driven GPU simulation, we find that dis-
tributed-block scheduling with ICC and CC improves GPU
performance by 15 percent on average (and up to 67 percent)
while at the same time reducing system energy by 6 percent
(up to 19 percent) and the energy-delay product by 19 percent
(up to 53 percent) compared to the state-of-the-art distributed
CTA scheduling. The overarching contribution of this paper
is the exploitation of inter-CTA locality, an inherent GPU-
computeworkload characteristic, to tackle the emergingNoC
congestion bottleneck in clustered GPUs to improve overall
system performance and reduce system energy by coalescing
memory requests both within and across SMs in a cluster.
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